
and produce a spiral similar to the previous"

when applying the colors but managing somehow with masking tape to keep it firm 

cardboard to paint on but getting it too thin and getting too loose from the wall 

weather and a bad knee forcing me inside now receiving a new stock of 600 grams 

07101: "producing many paintings waiting for baby livia to be born and with the 

the red dot and working more on my laptop to remove borders imperfections"

getting rid of the silver and gold surfaces finding a nice spot where to locate 

07100: "painting executed still waiting for little livia to be born and this time 

those only coming back for the holidays"

neighbours during the many summer birthdays with those staying in the contrada and 

the  iranian  lover  of  my  german  artist  friend  florian  but  also  photographing  my 

10102: "folk met in the mountains like the new boyfriend of myrthe's mother and 

shapes following the curves of the spirals"

spiral  with  a  green  and  red  dot  contrasting  each  other  and  with  the  background 

07099: "painting executed now finishing many colors and returning to the double 

myrthe to make her do some movement and be able to sleep better"

also going far along a dike and other than that walking mostly with very pregnant 

walking in utrecht while myrthe visited her newly born nephew and in amersfoort 

stockholm  and  a  few  times  alone  exploring  a  new  side  of  amsterdam  and  later 

05116:  "walking  only  in  the  netherlands  with  the  exception  of  a  day  spent  in 

the mountain installation"

regulating the use of internet to check for news on expecially the progress with 

visiting us and their kids and finally being able to concentrate on my project and 

italy  becoming  almost  impossible  and  only  feeling  a  bit  happy  with  our  friends 

04103: "a period feeling quite isolated and forgotten with the plan to move to 

waiting to burn a big pile of branches"

finally on my way to italy getting some ideas while in venice and up the mountains 

with  him  and  later  in  sweden  roaming  around  uppsala  waiting  to  meet  august  and 

14122: "at the zoo with august in amsterdam getting quite some ideas traveling 

weekend"

many  small  walks  with  myrthe  in  culemborg  and  also  visiting  doorn  during  the 

later also walking in amersfoort and out in the surrounding nature before taking 

and petra in utrecht walking there by myself while leaving myrthe with them and 

livia soon to be born at the hospital and also visiting the newly born baby of cas 

13145:  "filming   mostly   with   pregnant   myrthe   on   my   side   going   to   check   little 

but this time getting rid of the gold surface"

spending much time in my study pursuing the twisting blue shape and the red dot 

07096: "still a prolific painting period awaiting for baby livia to be born and 



birth of baby livia"

accidents  now  mostly  reading  the  news  on  my  phone  having  little  time  with  the 

12140:  "still  several  casualties   in  syria  and  terror   attacks   but   also  several 

and corners with the photo editor prior to filtering the image"

and finding a nice balance of colors now also taking the time to polish boarders 

07104: "painting executed now in the breaks waiting for little livia to wake up 

rectangular shapes departing from it"

boards  and  for  this  painting  managing  a  pink  square  in  the  middle  and  other 

cutting and preparing of the new boards in the right size as well as the painted 

small  breaks  not  helping  myrthe  and  preparing  a  whole  new  set  up  also  for  the 

07103: "first painting executed after livia's birth and managing to do it in the 

walking along the river despite the recent flood and the mud"

or just go for it despite having to also take care of my new family and mostly 

up a dilemma between myself of whether to give up the cathedral project in italy 

09072: "thoughts recorded right before and right after livia's birth and keeping 

already out and reflecting on my final mission for my life work"

errands  or  in  the  rare  occasions  of  good  weather  after  taking  myrthe  out  going 

myrthe awaiting her to give birth and only recording my thoughts going on small 

09071:  "not   really   going   out   to   walk   alone   in   this   period   spent   mostly   with 

reaching high heart beats"

too  much  updating  my  project  and  finally  feeling  better  and  doing  a  good  run 

dike and not feeling in great shape due to a pain in my left knee after standing 

06075: "running mostly in the gray dutch weather and sometime with wind below the 

all other colors recovered around"

new paper and making a nice central spiral with a quasi perfect yellow circle and 

07102: "last painting executed before the birth of livia getting used now to the 


